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107053 BROWN DAVID A

DOB: 06/25/1977 - PAROLED

The Board votes to parole Mr. Brown in January 2015 to

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. This is with additional
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and GPS for the duration of his
parole. During any period of unemployment he must complete
twenty hours of community service per week. This parole is
contingent upon Mr. Brown remaining booking free and
remaining in any program or education courses in which he
is currently enrolled. (GTD: 9/24/17) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

146738 COCCIA DINO

DOB: 09/27/1969 - PAROLED

The Board votes to grant parole to straight parole with

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
duration of his sentence. The Board commends Mr. Coccia
for his work xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and encourages him to continue
with regular xxxxxxxxxxxx weekly as well as continue making
his restitution payments. During any period of unemployment
he must complete 20 hours of community service per week.
This parole is contingent upon Mr. Coccia remaining in any
programs or educational courses in which he is currently
enrolled. Please note Mr. Rickman dissents as he would deny
parole based on the nature of this offense. (GTD:
11/30/15)

HOME CONFINEMENT

VOTE: YES: Pisaturo,

Almeida,
Reamer DISSENT: Rickman

137466 COLALUCA ALYSSA L

DOB: 12/24/1987 - PAROLED

The Board votes to parole Ms. Colaluca in May 2015 to GPS
for the duration of her sentence to her home plan provided
she has a suitable discharge plan xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx for a minimum of six months, or as xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx. She must also have a restitution plan within
sixty days of her release or return to the ACI. She must

also engage immediately with xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and for the
duration of her parole. During any period of unemployment
she must complete twenty hours of community service per
week. This parole is contingent upon her remaining booking
free and remaining in any program or educational courses in
which she is currently enrolled. (GTD: 10/31/15 )
WOMEN'S VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo, Almeida,
Reamer, Rickman
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126803 FINNEGAN TAYLOR A

DOB: 12/24/1985 - PAROLED

The Board votes to parole Mr. Finnegan in May 2015 to a

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. He
must
then continue in xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for
the duration of his parole. He will also be on GPS for the
duration of his parole and, for any period of unemployment,
he must complete twenty hours of community service per
week. This parole is contingent upon Mr. Finnegan remaining
booking free and remaining in any program or educational
courses in which he is currently enrolled. (GTD: 11/23/15)
MEDIUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer,
Rickman

536952 LANGLAIS ANNE M

DOB: 04/15/1963 - PAROLED

The Board commends Miss Langlais on her presentation before
the Board, an improvement from her last meeting. The Board
votes to parole her to straight parole with the following
conditions:

She

must

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for
the
duration of her parole. For any period of unemployment she
must complete twenty hours of community service per week.
This parole is contingent upon Ms. Langlais remaining in
any program in which she is currently enrolled. (GTD

4/20/16) HOME CONFINEMENT VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present;
Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

524029 MALAVE JORGE A

DOB: 09/08/1979 - PAROLED

After consideration, the Board will not revoke parole and
instead votes to amend parole conditions as follows: Ms
Malave shall xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for the duration
of parole. This is with xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for the
duration of parole. For any period of unemployment the
parole officer may set up community service for a minimum
of ten hours per week. The Board recommends that Ms. Malave
reach out to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for additional community
support. Ms. Malave is to have no contact with other
parolees/felons, et.al. (GTD:12/14/15) VIOLATOR IN
COMMUNITY - SEEN AT HOME CONFINEMENT VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present: Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman
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146613 BIBEAU CHERYL A

DOB: 10/22/1960 - DENIED

In light of the seriousness of this offense and her
criminal history the Board votes to deny parole at this
time as it would not only depreciate the seriousness of the
offense but promote disrespect for the law. The Board
encourages Ms. Bibeau to engage in regular xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. The Board looks forward to meeting with
her in six months (10/2015) to revisit her petition. (GTD:
8/11/16) HOME CONFINEMENT VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present;
Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

120645 CHANTAVONG SOUNAI

DOB: 08/15/1984 - DENIED

The Board was impressed with Mr. Chantavong's insight as
well as the extensive xxxxxx and efforts he has made
to date. However, in light of the seriousness of his
offense including the taking of a life, gang involvement,
use of a firearm and the length of his sentence, the Board
believes that to parole him at this time would promote
disrespect for the law and depreciate those matters.

Accordingly we will deny parole and reconsider him in
October 2016. (GTD:4/11/31) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

097990 JOHNSON BYRON K

DOB: 09/25/1976 - DENIED

In light of the seriousness and nature of this offense
(fight over drug turf), the use of a firearm and the loss
of life the Board votes to deny parole as to release Mr.
Johnson at this time would depreciate the seriousness of
the offense and promote disrespect for the law. We will
see him again in one year (April 2016). The Board would
like to see him engage in vocational training to obtain
meaningful work skills and also recommends xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. (GTD: 4/9/21) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present: Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

078788 LEWIS DAVID K

DOB: 03/13/1967 - DENIED

The Board commends Mr. Lewis for his genuine engagement in
the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
as
reflected in letters from his xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
However, in light of the seriousness of this offense the
Board believes to parole him would depreciate the
seriousness of his crime and promote disrespect for the
law. He will flatten his sentence without reconsideration.
(GTD: 9/22/15)

HOME CONFINEMENT

VOTE:

UNANIMOUS-Present;
Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman
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530162 LOPEZ FERNANDO

DOB: 12/10/1983 - DENIED

Based on his xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx during this
bid alone, as well as his significant criminal record the
Board denies parole at this time as we believe he is a risk
to reoffend. The board would like to see Mr. Lopez engage
in xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and we will reconsider him
again in one year (4/2016). At that time he should present
as booking free. (GTD: 7/13/19) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

076855 PAIVA DAVID D

DOB: 01/12/1971 - DENIED

The Board votes to deny parole at this time given Mr.
Paiva's criminal history, lack of programming as well of
the fact that he has pending charges. The Board believes

that to parole him at this time would promote disrespect
for the law. He may write for reconsideration if his new
charges are dismissed. (GTD: 8/15/17) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

063214 RICHARDS MICHAEL S

DOB: 09/05/1962 - DENIED

In light of his very lengthy record, multiple charges and
concurrent sentences for which he is serving, the Board
believes that to parole Mr. Richards at this time would
depreciate the seriousness of his offenses and record. In
addition, he has had prior opportunities for parole in the
past and we believe he is at risk to re-offend. The Board
votes to deny parole and we will reconsider him in two
years. (4/2017) The board does asknowledge and comend Mr.
Richards on his programing in the past 18 months. (GTD:
11/1/19)

HIGH SECURITY

VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present:

Pisaturo,
Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

074302 SICKE JAMES A

DOB: 11/27/1957 - DENIED

The Board acknowledges Mr. Sicke's engagement in the
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx but believes he displayed
some limited insight at hearing into the depth of his
domestic violence record and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. To
parole
him from this sentence at this time in light of his record

and limited insight would depreciate the seriousness of his
the offense. Accordingly we deny parole without
reconsideration. (GTD: 2/25/16) HOME CONFINEMENT VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo, Almeida, Reamer, Rickman

